
Q1: Air purifier is producing popping or crackling sounds
Why : Large particles are entering the air purifier, or the collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution: Clean the ionization wires and collecting plates. Using a sponge, wipe the ionization wires 
gently to avoid breaking them. 

Q2: Display is showing a symbol as “-[-”.
Why : The collecting plates need to be cleaned.
Solution: Clean the collecting plates and cancel the “cleaning reminder” as outlined on page 5.

Q3: Insensitive display for PM 2.5 concentration
Why : Sensor malfunction, or dirt has accumulated on the sensor. 
Solution: Clean the sensor. If the problem persists, please contact customer service at  
www.edenpuresupport.com

Q4: Inefficient purifying effect
Why 1: The air purifier is placed in an unventilated area or surrounded by obstacles.
Solution 1: Move the air purifier to a ventilated area or clear obstacles from around the purifier.
Why 2: The collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution 2: Clean the collecting plates. 

Q5: The collecting plates are not working.
Why : Damage to the collecting or generating electrode.
Solution: Contact customer service at www.edenpuresupport.com 

The Company warrants this product to the original purchaser to be free from defects in workmanship and 
materials under normal use and service for 1 year from the date of purchase.

If you have any questions, you can feel free to contact our customer support at www.edenpuresupport.com 
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CCMParticle/CCMFormaldehyde 
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Noise ( dB(A))

Rated Power (W)

Power

Weight (kg)

Size (m)

All figures above are all under the national standards of Air Purifier 
*Based on the national standards S=0.12Q (CADRParticle)

Cleaning and Maintenance App Setting App Authorization Customer Service

Catalytic Gauze Cleaning

1. We recommend a complete cleaning every 6-12 months.
2. First, unplug the power supply. Open the back cover, pull out the 

ionization wire frame and collecting plates. Pull out the protective 
rubber sleeve as illustrated in Pic 1.

3. Clean the ionization wire frame and collecting plates properly 
according to the previous instructions.

4. Use a wet cloth to wipe down all surfaces of the protective rubber 
sleeve, as illustrated in Pic 2. Clean the sleeve completely, including 
the notches. 

5. Clean the inner walls of the air purifier with a wet cloth.
   6. Wash the pre-filter in water or clean it by vacuum.
7. Dry the parts completely, then put them back in order.

The composite filter is composed of a composite catalyst, a formaldehyde removal 
catalyst, and active carbon. In principle the catalyst is not involved in the reaction and 
should not be changed. However, if the catalyst becomes coated with dust and 
moisture then the catalytic effect will decrease. Protect the device with the provided 
cover whenever it is not powered up to help extend the catalyst life. A periodic 
sunbath for 1-2 hours may also help to reduce the moisture build-up and reactivate the 
catalytic effect.  
The shelf life of the composite filter depends on how much you use the purifier. 
Change the composite every year or two, or whenever you notice a significant 
decrease in the purifier’s ability to remove odors from the air. 

Note:
Please make sure the power has been turned off before any cleaning and maintenance.

Warranty

The Limited Warranty is void if any of the following occur: a.) Failure of the product resulting from accident, 
abuse or misuse; b.) the product has been altered or tampered with in any way without first contacting Customer 
Service for authorization; c.) the product was not used correctly or the product was not maintained according to 
the care instructions. 
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Pic 1
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Pic 2

Please keep your Wi-Fi open to help you set up your app settings. The first successful paired user is the admin. Other users need to be authorized by the admin to control the machine.

Open App

Admin QR Code

Non-admin User Pair

1. Log into APP, Click the “profile pic” of the machine for the operation interface.
2. Click the share button on the top right corner, select “Share Device" to generate QR code.
3. Share to the non-admin user or scan the QR code directly.

Follow the “App Setting” page to pair interface, 
click “add device” to authorize. 

Click  “Air purifier”

or scan QR code that is directly shared by admin.

Approved

Email account

Select " Add a device "

Click “ WiFi” Button form the remote control

Enter WiFi name and password and start to pair

If it fails, please keep the device live 
for at least 5 minute, and try again

Done
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Generating Electrode Cleaning 

Collecting Electrode Cleaning Air Purifier 
Operating Instructions

Components

Front/Side Back Internal Structure

1. Take the collecting plates out of the foam box
    ―If any styrofoam packaging pieces are on the plates, blow or brush them out before installing the collecting plates

2. Use the pull handle to open the back cover (Pic 1)
3. Insert the collecting plates in the orientation described on the label (Pic 2)
4. Place the air purifier in an open location to achieve the best cleaning efficiency (Pic 3)

The EdenPURE® Airdog® air purifier has an embedded   
air quality sensor. To keep the air quality sensor  
reading correctly, please clean the sensor as 
illustrated every 6 months, using dry cotton swabs  
as illustrated.

1.We recommend you to clean the generating electrode when the air purifier 
    makes abnormal sounds, such as “pop”.
2.Take out the wood brush from the bottom of the air purifier (Pic 1).
3. Use the wood brush to clean the generating electrode track by sliding up-down after pulling it out.
4. Insert the generating electrode in the direction of labeling (Pic 2).

Child Lock Indicator 
To prevent children’s playful operation, under this mode the 
operation button is locked. The air purifier could only be 
controlled or unlocked by the remote control or APP.  Use 
remote control or APP to turn on the child lock mode. (Power 
Swtich has higher priority than Child Lock).

Green:
Excellent 
AQI ≤ 50

AQI (Air Quality Index)
This is a calculated air quality index based on the 
particle numbers that the sensor measures in the air. 
Ranges from 0-500.

Wind Speed Indicator
L1-L4, slow to fast.

Cleaning reminder
When “C” appears on the display instead of AQI numbers, it 
reminds you to wash the collecting plates. Press and hold 
the “Reset” button for 6 seconds to cancel the reminder 
once the collecting plates are washed or cleaned. 

Fault Display 
When “9XX” appears on the display instead of AQI 
numbers, clean the unit and make sure to put all parts 
back correctly. Please move to the Full Cleaning Cycle 
section for more cleaning details. If “9XX” is still on the 
display after cleaning, please contact Customer Service 
at www.edenpuresupport.com for further help. 

Yellow Green:
Good
50 <  AQI ≤ 100

Yellow:
Moderately Polluted
100 < AQI ≤ 150

Red:
Hazardous 
AQI  > 150

Auto Mode Indicator
When this light is on, the air purifier is running under automatic 
mode. It automatically senses the air quality and adjusts its 
running speed according to the air quality level. This is the 
most energy efficient mode and we recommend keeping the 
purifier in this mode most of time.

Power Switch
A short press (approximately 1 second) turns the power 
ON. A long press (over 3 seconds) turns the power OFF. 
When power is ON, each short press cycles through 
auto-mode ON/OFF, different fan speeds, sleep mode, 
etc…Check indicator lights to understand each operation 
mode. 

Wind Speed Indicator Light 
Left Light ; Slow Mode
Middle Light ; Mid-speed Mode
Right Light; High Speed Mode
ALL Lights ; Turbo Mode

Sleep Mode Indicator
In sleep mode, your air purifier is still cleaning 
your air but in quieter low-speed mode. Also to 
avoid light disturbance, all display lights are OFF.

WIFI Light (Blue Light)
When the indicator is flashing 
the purifier is in pairing mode.

Power Supply
100-240V~ 50-60Hz

>50cm

1. We recommend you clean the collecting electrode when the air purifier displays “        ”.
2. Turn the unit off, open the back cover and pull out the collecting electrode ( Pic 1 ) .
3. Put collecting electrode into a container and use a cleaning brush to clean external sheet metal finishing with water ( Pic 3 ).

 Remarks: a. It is better to use detergent and soak for around 10 mins before brushing the collecting electrode. Do not soak for too long in 
order to protect the normal functions of collecting electrode ( Pic 2 ).

b. Choose a gentle detergent. DO NOT USE corrosive detergents, such as daily laundry powder.

c. Ignore the small stains on the surface of the sheet metal as they will not seriously affect the use of the air purifier.

4. Dry the collecting electrode after cleaning, using either a hair dryer or natural sunlight (recommend over 24 hrs ).
5. Put back the collecting electrode in the direction of labeling.

Air Purifier Main Body × 1    Collecting Plates × 1    Remote Control × 1        
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Air Outlet Operation Panel 

Handle

Indicator Light 

Back Cover

Sensor
AQI Sensor
Composite Catalyst

Ionization Wire Frame

Pre-Filter

Pull Handle  

Air Inlet Air Inlet

Display

Collecting Plates
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Notes:
1. Results based on the real-time monitoring about particles by using built-in sensors.
2. Results affected by the position and height even it is nearby areas.
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    ―If any styrofoam packaging pieces are on the plates, blow or brush them out before installing the collecting plates

2. Use the pull handle to open the back cover (Pic 1)
3. Insert the collecting plates in the orientation described on the label (Pic 2)
4. Place the air purifier in an open location to achieve the best cleaning efficiency (Pic 3)

The EdenPURE® Airdog® air purifier has an embedded   
air quality sensor. To keep the air quality sensor  
reading correctly, please clean the sensor as 
illustrated every 6 months, using dry cotton swabs  
as illustrated.

1.We recommend you to clean the generating electrode when the air purifier 
    makes abnormal sounds, such as “pop”.
2.Take out the wood brush from the bottom of the air purifier (Pic 1).
3. Use the wood brush to clean the generating electrode track by sliding up-down after pulling it out.
4. Insert the generating electrode in the direction of labeling (Pic 2).
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To prevent children’s playful operation, under this mode the 
operation button is locked. The air purifier could only be 
controlled or unlocked by the remote control or APP.  Use 
remote control or APP to turn on the child lock mode. (Power 
Swtich has higher priority than Child Lock).
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Excellent 
AQI ≤ 50

AQI (Air Quality Index)
This is a calculated air quality index based on the 
particle numbers that the sensor measures in the air. 
Ranges from 0-500.

Wind Speed Indicator
L1-L4, slow to fast.

Cleaning reminder
When “C” appears on the display instead of AQI numbers, it 
reminds you to wash the collecting plates. Press and hold 
the “Reset” button for 6 seconds to cancel the reminder 
once the collecting plates are washed or cleaned. 

Fault Display 
When “9XX” appears on the display instead of AQI 
numbers, clean the unit and make sure to put all parts 
back correctly. Please move to the Full Cleaning Cycle 
section for more cleaning details. If “9XX” is still on the 
display after cleaning, please contact Customer Service 
at www.edenpuresupport.com for further help. 

Yellow Green:
Good
50 <  AQI ≤ 100

Yellow:
Moderately Polluted
100 < AQI ≤ 150

Red:
Hazardous 
AQI  > 150

Auto Mode Indicator
When this light is on, the air purifier is running under automatic 
mode. It automatically senses the air quality and adjusts its 
running speed according to the air quality level. This is the 
most energy efficient mode and we recommend keeping the 
purifier in this mode most of time.

Power Switch
A short press (approximately 1 second) turns the power 
ON. A long press (over 3 seconds) turns the power OFF. 
When power is ON, each short press cycles through 
auto-mode ON/OFF, different fan speeds, sleep mode, 
etc…Check indicator lights to understand each operation 
mode. 

Wind Speed Indicator Light 
Left Light ; Slow Mode
Middle Light ; Mid-speed Mode
Right Light; High Speed Mode
ALL Lights ; Turbo Mode

Sleep Mode Indicator
In sleep mode, your air purifier is still cleaning 
your air but in quieter low-speed mode. Also to 
avoid light disturbance, all display lights are OFF.

WIFI Light (Blue Light)
When the indicator is flashing 
the purifier is in pairing mode.

Power Supply
100-240V~ 50-60Hz

>50cm

1. We recommend you clean the collecting electrode when the air purifier displays “        ”.
2. Turn the unit off, open the back cover and pull out the collecting electrode ( Pic 1 ) .
3. Put collecting electrode into a container and use a cleaning brush to clean external sheet metal finishing with water ( Pic 3 ).

 Remarks: a. It is better to use detergent and soak for around 10 mins before brushing the collecting electrode. Do not soak for too long in 
order to protect the normal functions of collecting electrode ( Pic 2 ).

b. Choose a gentle detergent. DO NOT USE corrosive detergents, such as daily laundry powder.

c. Ignore the small stains on the surface of the sheet metal as they will not seriously affect the use of the air purifier.

4. Dry the collecting electrode after cleaning, using either a hair dryer or natural sunlight (recommend over 24 hrs ).
5. Put back the collecting electrode in the direction of labeling.
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1. Results based on the real-time monitoring about particles by using built-in sensors.
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Q1: Air purifier is producing popping or crackling sounds
Why : Large particles are entering the air purifier, or the collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution: Clean the ionization wires and collecting plates. Using a sponge, wipe the ionization wires 
gently to avoid breaking them. 

Q2: Display is showing a symbol as “-[-”.
Why : The collecting plates need to be cleaned.
Solution: Clean the collecting plates and cancel the “cleaning reminder” as outlined on page 5.

Q3: Insensitive display for PM 2.5 concentration
Why : Sensor malfunction, or dirt has accumulated on the sensor. 
Solution: Clean the sensor. If the problem persists, please contact customer service at  
www.edenpuresupport.com

Q4: Inefficient purifying effect
Why 1: The air purifier is placed in an unventilated area or surrounded by obstacles.
Solution 1: Move the air purifier to a ventilated area or clear obstacles from around the purifier.
Why 2: The collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution 2: Clean the collecting plates. 

Q5: The collecting plates are not working.
Why : Damage to the collecting or generating electrode.
Solution: Contact customer service at www.edenpuresupport.com 

The Company warrants this product to the original purchaser to be free from defects in workmanship and 
materials under normal use and service for 1 year from the date of purchase.

If you have any questions, you can feel free to contact our customer support at www.edenpuresupport.com 
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Catalytic Gauze Cleaning

1. We recommend a complete cleaning every 6-12 months.
2. First, unplug the power supply. Open the back cover, pull out the 

ionization wire frame and collecting plates. Pull out the protective 
rubber sleeve as illustrated in Pic 1.

3. Clean the ionization wire frame and collecting plates properly 
according to the previous instructions.

4. Use a wet cloth to wipe down all surfaces of the protective rubber 
sleeve, as illustrated in Pic 2. Clean the sleeve completely, including 
the notches. 

5. Clean the inner walls of the air purifier with a wet cloth.
   6. Wash the pre-filter in water or clean it by vacuum.
7. Dry the parts completely, then put them back in order.

The composite filter is composed of a composite catalyst, a formaldehyde removal 
catalyst, and active carbon. In principle the catalyst is not involved in the reaction and 
should not be changed. However, if the catalyst becomes coated with dust and 
moisture then the catalytic effect will decrease. Protect the device with the provided 
cover whenever it is not powered up to help extend the catalyst life. A periodic 
sunbath for 1-2 hours may also help to reduce the moisture build-up and reactivate the 
catalytic effect.  
The shelf life of the composite filter depends on how much you use the purifier. 
Change the composite every year or two, or whenever you notice a significant 
decrease in the purifier’s ability to remove odors from the air. 

Note:
Please make sure the power has been turned off before any cleaning and maintenance.

Warranty

The Limited Warranty is void if any of the following occur: a.) Failure of the product resulting from accident, 
abuse or misuse; b.) the product has been altered or tampered with in any way without first contacting Customer 
Service for authorization; c.) the product was not used correctly or the product was not maintained according to 
the care instructions. 
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Please keep your Wi-Fi open to help you set up your app settings. The first successful paired user is the admin. Other users need to be authorized by the admin to control the machine.

Open App

Admin QR Code

Non-admin User Pair

1. Log into APP, Click the “profile pic” of the machine for the operation interface.
2. Click the share button on the top right corner, select “Share Device" to generate QR code.
3. Share to the non-admin user or scan the QR code directly.

Follow the “App Setting” page to pair interface, 
click “add device” to authorize. 

Click  “Air purifier”

or scan QR code that is directly shared by admin.

Approved

Email account

Select " Add a device "

Click “ WiFi” Button form the remote control

Enter WiFi name and password and start to pair

If it fails, please keep the device live 
for at least 5 minute, and try again

Done
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01 Q1: Air purifier is producing popping or crackling sounds
Why : Large particles are entering the air purifier, or the collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution: Clean the ionization wires and collecting plates. Using a sponge, wipe the ionization wires 
gently to avoid breaking them. 

Q2: Display is showing a symbol as “-[-”.
Why : The collecting plates need to be cleaned.
Solution: Clean the collecting plates and cancel the “cleaning reminder” as outlined on page 5.

Q3: Insensitive display for PM 2.5 concentration
Why : Sensor malfunction, or dirt has accumulated on the sensor. 
Solution: Clean the sensor. If the problem persists, please contact customer service at  
www.edenpuresupport.com

Q4: Inefficient purifying effect
Why 1: The air purifier is placed in an unventilated area or surrounded by obstacles.
Solution 1: Move the air purifier to a ventilated area or clear obstacles from around the purifier.
Why 2: The collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution 2: Clean the collecting plates. 

Q5: The collecting plates are not working.
Why : Damage to the collecting or generating electrode.
Solution: Contact customer service at www.edenpuresupport.com 

The Company warrants this product to the original purchaser to be free from defects in workmanship and 
materials under normal use and service for 1 year from the date of purchase.

If you have any questions, you can feel free to contact our customer support at www.edenpuresupport.com 
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All figures above are all under the national standards of Air Purifier 
*Based on the national standards S=0.12Q (CADRParticle)
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Catalytic Gauze Cleaning

1. We recommend a complete cleaning every 6-12 months.
2. First, unplug the power supply. Open the back cover, pull out the 

ionization wire frame and collecting plates. Pull out the protective 
rubber sleeve as illustrated in Pic 1.

3. Clean the ionization wire frame and collecting plates properly 
according to the previous instructions.

4. Use a wet cloth to wipe down all surfaces of the protective rubber 
sleeve, as illustrated in Pic 2. Clean the sleeve completely, including 
the notches. 

5. Clean the inner walls of the air purifier with a wet cloth.
   6. Wash the pre-filter in water or clean it by vacuum.
7. Dry the parts completely, then put them back in order.

The composite filter is composed of a composite catalyst, a formaldehyde removal 
catalyst, and active carbon. In principle the catalyst is not involved in the reaction and 
should not be changed. However, if the catalyst becomes coated with dust and 
moisture then the catalytic effect will decrease. Protect the device with the provided 
cover whenever it is not powered up to help extend the catalyst life. A periodic 
sunbath for 1-2 hours may also help to reduce the moisture build-up and reactivate the 
catalytic effect.  
The shelf life of the composite filter depends on how much you use the purifier. 
Change the composite every year or two, or whenever you notice a significant 
decrease in the purifier’s ability to remove odors from the air. 

Note:
Please make sure the power has been turned off before any cleaning and maintenance.

Warranty

The Limited Warranty is void if any of the following occur: a.) Failure of the product resulting from accident, 
abuse or misuse; b.) the product has been altered or tampered with in any way without first contacting Customer 
Service for authorization; c.) the product was not used correctly or the product was not maintained according to 
the care instructions. 
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Please keep your Wi-Fi open to help you set up your app settings. The first successful paired user is the admin. Other users need to be authorized by the admin to control the machine.

Open App

Admin QR Code

Non-admin User Pair

1. Log into APP, Click the “profile pic” of the machine for the operation interface.
2. Click the share button on the top right corner, select “Share Device" to generate QR code.
3. Share to the non-admin user or scan the QR code directly.

Follow the “App Setting” page to pair interface, 
click “add device” to authorize. 

Click  “Air purifier”

or scan QR code that is directly shared by admin.

Approved

Email account

Select " Add a device "

Click “ WiFi” Button form the remote control

Enter WiFi name and password and start to pair

If it fails, please keep the device live 
for at least 5 minute, and try again

Done
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Generating Electrode Cleaning 

Collecting Electrode Cleaning Air Purifier 
Operating Instructions

Components

Front/Side Back Internal Structure

1. Take the collecting plates out of the foam box
    ―If any styrofoam packaging pieces are on the plates, blow or brush them out before installing the collecting plates

2. Use the pull handle to open the back cover (Pic 1)
3. Insert the collecting plates in the orientation described on the label (Pic 2)
4. Place the air purifier in an open location to achieve the best cleaning efficiency (Pic 3)

The EdenPURE® Airdog® air purifier has an embedded   
air quality sensor. To keep the air quality sensor  
reading correctly, please clean the sensor as 
illustrated every 6 months, using dry cotton swabs  
as illustrated.

1.We recommend you to clean the generating electrode when the air purifier 
    makes abnormal sounds, such as “pop”.
2.Take out the wood brush from the bottom of the air purifier (Pic 1).
3. Use the wood brush to clean the generating electrode track by sliding up-down after pulling it out.
4. Insert the generating electrode in the direction of labeling (Pic 2).

Child Lock Indicator 
To prevent children’s playful operation, under this mode the 
operation button is locked. The air purifier could only be 
controlled or unlocked by the remote control or APP.  Use 
remote control or APP to turn on the child lock mode. (Power 
Swtich has higher priority than Child Lock).

Green:
Excellent 
AQI ≤ 50

AQI (Air Quality Index)
This is a calculated air quality index based on the 
particle numbers that the sensor measures in the air. 
Ranges from 0-500.

Wind Speed Indicator
L1-L4, slow to fast.

Cleaning reminder
When “C” appears on the display instead of AQI numbers, it 
reminds you to wash the collecting plates. Press and hold 
the “Reset” button for 6 seconds to cancel the reminder 
once the collecting plates are washed or cleaned. 

Fault Display 
When “9XX” appears on the display instead of AQI 
numbers, clean the unit and make sure to put all parts 
back correctly. Please move to the Full Cleaning Cycle 
section for more cleaning details. If “9XX” is still on the 
display after cleaning, please contact Customer Service 
at www.edenpuresupport.com for further help. 

Yellow Green:
Good
50 <  AQI ≤ 100

Yellow:
Moderately Polluted
100 < AQI ≤ 150

Red:
Hazardous 
AQI  > 150

Auto Mode Indicator
When this light is on, the air purifier is running under automatic 
mode. It automatically senses the air quality and adjusts its 
running speed according to the air quality level. This is the 
most energy efficient mode and we recommend keeping the 
purifier in this mode most of time.

Power Switch
A short press (approximately 1 second) turns the power 
ON. A long press (over 3 seconds) turns the power OFF. 
When power is ON, each short press cycles through 
auto-mode ON/OFF, different fan speeds, sleep mode, 
etc…Check indicator lights to understand each operation 
mode. 

Wind Speed Indicator Light 
Left Light ; Slow Mode
Middle Light ; Mid-speed Mode
Right Light; High Speed Mode
ALL Lights ; Turbo Mode

Sleep Mode Indicator
In sleep mode, your air purifier is still cleaning 
your air but in quieter low-speed mode. Also to 
avoid light disturbance, all display lights are OFF.

WIFI Light (Blue Light)
When the indicator is flashing 
the purifier is in pairing mode.

Power Supply
100-240V~ 50-60Hz

>50cm

1. We recommend you clean the collecting electrode when the air purifier displays “        ”.
2. Turn the unit off, open the back cover and pull out the collecting electrode ( Pic 1 ) .
3. Put collecting electrode into a container and use a cleaning brush to clean external sheet metal finishing with water ( Pic 3 ).

 Remarks: a. It is better to use detergent and soak for around 10 mins before brushing the collecting electrode. Do not soak for too long in 
order to protect the normal functions of collecting electrode ( Pic 2 ).

b. Choose a gentle detergent. DO NOT USE corrosive detergents, such as daily laundry powder.

c. Ignore the small stains on the surface of the sheet metal as they will not seriously affect the use of the air purifier.

4. Dry the collecting electrode after cleaning, using either a hair dryer or natural sunlight (recommend over 24 hrs ).
5. Put back the collecting electrode in the direction of labeling.

Air Purifier Main Body × 1    Collecting Plates × 1    Remote Control × 1        
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Back Cover
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Notes:
1. Results based on the real-time monitoring about particles by using built-in sensors.
2. Results affected by the position and height even it is nearby areas.
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Generating Electrode Cleaning 

Collecting Electrode Cleaning Air Purifier 
Operating Instructions

Components

Front/Side Back Internal Structure

1. Take the collecting plates out of the foam box
    ―If any styrofoam packaging pieces are on the plates, blow or brush them out before installing the collecting plates

2. Use the pull handle to open the back cover (Pic 1)
3. Insert the collecting plates in the orientation described on the label (Pic 2)
4. Place the air purifier in an open location to achieve the best cleaning efficiency (Pic 3)

The EdenPURE® Airdog® air purifier has an embedded   
air quality sensor. To keep the air quality sensor  
reading correctly, please clean the sensor as 
illustrated every 6 months, using dry cotton swabs  
as illustrated.

1.We recommend you to clean the generating electrode when the air purifier 
    makes abnormal sounds, such as “pop”.
2.Take out the wood brush from the bottom of the air purifier (Pic 1).
3. Use the wood brush to clean the generating electrode track by sliding up-down after pulling it out.
4. Insert the generating electrode in the direction of labeling (Pic 2).

Child Lock Indicator 
To prevent children’s playful operation, under this mode the 
operation button is locked. The air purifier could only be 
controlled or unlocked by the remote control or APP.  Use 
remote control or APP to turn on the child lock mode. (Power 
Swtich has higher priority than Child Lock).

Green:
Excellent 
AQI ≤ 50

AQI (Air Quality Index)
This is a calculated air quality index based on the 
particle numbers that the sensor measures in the air. 
Ranges from 0-500.

Wind Speed Indicator
L1-L4, slow to fast.

Cleaning reminder
When “C” appears on the display instead of AQI numbers, it 
reminds you to wash the collecting plates. Press and hold 
the “Reset” button for 6 seconds to cancel the reminder 
once the collecting plates are washed or cleaned. 

Fault Display 
When “9XX” appears on the display instead of AQI 
numbers, clean the unit and make sure to put all parts 
back correctly. Please move to the Full Cleaning Cycle 
section for more cleaning details. If “9XX” is still on the 
display after cleaning, please contact Customer Service 
at www.edenpuresupport.com for further help. 

Yellow Green:
Good
50 <  AQI ≤ 100

Yellow:
Moderately Polluted
100 < AQI ≤ 150

Red:
Hazardous 
AQI  > 150

Auto Mode Indicator
When this light is on, the air purifier is running under automatic 
mode. It automatically senses the air quality and adjusts its 
running speed according to the air quality level. This is the 
most energy efficient mode and we recommend keeping the 
purifier in this mode most of time.

Power Switch
A short press (approximately 1 second) turns the power 
ON. A long press (over 3 seconds) turns the power OFF. 
When power is ON, each short press cycles through 
auto-mode ON/OFF, different fan speeds, sleep mode, 
etc…Check indicator lights to understand each operation 
mode. 

Wind Speed Indicator Light 
Left Light ; Slow Mode
Middle Light ; Mid-speed Mode
Right Light; High Speed Mode
ALL Lights ; Turbo Mode

Sleep Mode Indicator
In sleep mode, your air purifier is still cleaning 
your air but in quieter low-speed mode. Also to 
avoid light disturbance, all display lights are OFF.

WIFI Light (Blue Light)
When the indicator is flashing 
the purifier is in pairing mode.

Power Supply
100-240V~ 50-60Hz

>50cm

1. We recommend you clean the collecting electrode when the air purifier displays “        ”.
2. Turn the unit off, open the back cover and pull out the collecting electrode ( Pic 1 ) .
3. Put collecting electrode into a container and use a cleaning brush to clean external sheet metal finishing with water ( Pic 3 ).

 Remarks: a. It is better to use detergent and soak for around 10 mins before brushing the collecting electrode. Do not soak for too long in 
order to protect the normal functions of collecting electrode ( Pic 2 ).

b. Choose a gentle detergent. DO NOT USE corrosive detergents, such as daily laundry powder.

c. Ignore the small stains on the surface of the sheet metal as they will not seriously affect the use of the air purifier.

4. Dry the collecting electrode after cleaning, using either a hair dryer or natural sunlight (recommend over 24 hrs ).
5. Put back the collecting electrode in the direction of labeling.

Air Purifier Main Body × 1    Collecting Plates × 1    Remote Control × 1        
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Notes:
1. Results based on the real-time monitoring about particles by using built-in sensors.
2. Results affected by the position and height even it is nearby areas.
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Q1: Air purifier is producing popping or crackling sounds
Why : Large particles are entering the air purifier, or the collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution: Clean the ionization wires and collecting plates. Using a sponge, wipe the ionization wires 
gently to avoid breaking them. 

Q2: Display is showing a symbol as “-[-”.
Why : The collecting plates need to be cleaned.
Solution: Clean the collecting plates and cancel the “cleaning reminder” as outlined on page 5.

Q3: Insensitive display for PM 2.5 concentration
Why : Sensor malfunction, or dirt has accumulated on the sensor. 
Solution: Clean the sensor. If the problem persists, please contact customer service at  
www.edenpuresupport.com

Q4: Inefficient purifying effect
Why 1: The air purifier is placed in an unventilated area or surrounded by obstacles.
Solution 1: Move the air purifier to a ventilated area or clear obstacles from around the purifier.
Why 2: The collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution 2: Clean the collecting plates. 

Q5: The collecting plates are not working.
Why : Damage to the collecting or generating electrode.
Solution: Contact customer service at www.edenpuresupport.com 

The Company warrants this product to the original purchaser to be free from defects in workmanship and 
materials under normal use and service for 1 year from the date of purchase.

If you have any questions, you can feel free to contact our customer support at www.edenpuresupport.com 

KJ300F-X5 White

40  *

340

100

P4/F4

≤10 (Safety Standard≤50)

≤65

55

100-240V~    50-60Hz

10.7

0.65 (H) *0.316 (L) *0.306 (W)

Model

Applicable area

CADRParticle (m³/h)

CADRFormaldehyde (m³/h)

CCMParticle/CCMFormaldehyde 

Ozone (ppb)

Noise ( dB(A))

Rated Power (W)

Power

Weight (kg)

Size (m)

All figures above are all under the national standards of Air Purifier 
*Based on the national standards S=0.12Q (CADRParticle)
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Catalytic Gauze Cleaning

1. We recommend a complete cleaning every 6-12 months.
2. First, unplug the power supply. Open the back cover, pull out the 

ionization wire frame and collecting plates. Pull out the protective 
rubber sleeve as illustrated in Pic 1.

3. Clean the ionization wire frame and collecting plates properly 
according to the previous instructions.

4. Use a wet cloth to wipe down all surfaces of the protective rubber 
sleeve, as illustrated in Pic 2. Clean the sleeve completely, including 
the notches. 

5. Clean the inner walls of the air purifier with a wet cloth.
   6. Wash the pre-filter in water or clean it by vacuum.
7. Dry the parts completely, then put them back in order.

The composite filter is composed of a composite catalyst, a formaldehyde removal 
catalyst, and active carbon. In principle the catalyst is not involved in the reaction and 
should not be changed. However, if the catalyst becomes coated with dust and 
moisture then the catalytic effect will decrease. Protect the device with the provided 
cover whenever it is not powered up to help extend the catalyst life. A periodic 
sunbath for 1-2 hours may also help to reduce the moisture build-up and reactivate the 
catalytic effect.  
The shelf life of the composite filter depends on how much you use the purifier. 
Change the composite every year or two, or whenever you notice a significant 
decrease in the purifier’s ability to remove odors from the air. 

Note:
Please make sure the power has been turned off before any cleaning and maintenance.

Warranty

The Limited Warranty is void if any of the following occur: a.) Failure of the product resulting from accident, 
abuse or misuse; b.) the product has been altered or tampered with in any way without first contacting Customer 
Service for authorization; c.) the product was not used correctly or the product was not maintained according to 
the care instructions. 

Disclaimer
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Please keep your Wi-Fi open to help you set up your app settings. The first successful paired user is the admin. Other users need to be authorized by the admin to control the machine.

Open App

Admin QR Code

Non-admin User Pair

1. Log into APP, Click the “profile pic” of the machine for the operation interface.
2. Click the share button on the top right corner, select “Share Device" to generate QR code.
3. Share to the non-admin user or scan the QR code directly.

Follow the “App Setting” page to pair interface, 
click “add device” to authorize. 

Click  “Air purifier”

or scan QR code that is directly shared by admin.

Approved

Email account

Select " Add a device "

Click “ WiFi” Button form the remote control

Enter WiFi name and password and start to pair

If it fails, please keep the device live 
for at least 5 minute, and try again

Done
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Q1: Air purifier is producing popping or crackling sounds
Why : Large particles are entering the air purifier, or the collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution: Clean the ionization wires and collecting plates. Using a sponge, wipe the ionization wires 
gently to avoid breaking them. 

Q2: Display is showing a symbol as “-[-”.
Why : The collecting plates need to be cleaned.
Solution: Clean the collecting plates and cancel the “cleaning reminder” as outlined on page 5.

Q3: Insensitive display for PM 2.5 concentration
Why : Sensor malfunction, or dirt has accumulated on the sensor. 
Solution: Clean the sensor. If the problem persists, please contact customer service at  
www.edenpuresupport.com

Q4: Inefficient purifying effect
Why 1: The air purifier is placed in an unventilated area or surrounded by obstacles.
Solution 1: Move the air purifier to a ventilated area or clear obstacles from around the purifier.
Why 2: The collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution 2: Clean the collecting plates. 

Q5: The collecting plates are not working.
Why : Damage to the collecting or generating electrode.
Solution: Contact customer service at www.edenpuresupport.com 

The Company warrants this product to the original purchaser to be free from defects in workmanship and 
materials under normal use and service for 1 year from the date of purchase.

If you have any questions, you can feel free to contact our customer support at www.edenpuresupport.com 
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Ozone (ppb)

Noise ( dB(A))

Rated Power (W)

Power
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All figures above are all under the national standards of Air Purifier 
*Based on the national standards S=0.12Q (CADRParticle)
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Catalytic Gauze Cleaning

1. We recommend a complete cleaning every 6-12 months.
2. First, unplug the power supply. Open the back cover, pull out the 

ionization wire frame and collecting plates. Pull out the protective 
rubber sleeve as illustrated in Pic 1.

3. Clean the ionization wire frame and collecting plates properly 
according to the previous instructions.

4. Use a wet cloth to wipe down all surfaces of the protective rubber 
sleeve, as illustrated in Pic 2. Clean the sleeve completely, including 
the notches. 

5. Clean the inner walls of the air purifier with a wet cloth.
   6. Wash the pre-filter in water or clean it by vacuum.
7. Dry the parts completely, then put them back in order.

The composite filter is composed of a composite catalyst, a formaldehyde removal 
catalyst, and active carbon. In principle the catalyst is not involved in the reaction and 
should not be changed. However, if the catalyst becomes coated with dust and 
moisture then the catalytic effect will decrease. Protect the device with the provided 
cover whenever it is not powered up to help extend the catalyst life. A periodic 
sunbath for 1-2 hours may also help to reduce the moisture build-up and reactivate the 
catalytic effect.  
The shelf life of the composite filter depends on how much you use the purifier. 
Change the composite every year or two, or whenever you notice a significant 
decrease in the purifier’s ability to remove odors from the air. 

Note:
Please make sure the power has been turned off before any cleaning and maintenance.

Warranty

The Limited Warranty is void if any of the following occur: a.) Failure of the product resulting from accident, 
abuse or misuse; b.) the product has been altered or tampered with in any way without first contacting Customer 
Service for authorization; c.) the product was not used correctly or the product was not maintained according to 
the care instructions. 
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Please keep your Wi-Fi open to help you set up your app settings. The first successful paired user is the admin. Other users need to be authorized by the admin to control the machine.

Open App

Admin QR Code

Non-admin User Pair

1. Log into APP, Click the “profile pic” of the machine for the operation interface.
2. Click the share button on the top right corner, select “Share Device" to generate QR code.
3. Share to the non-admin user or scan the QR code directly.

Follow the “App Setting” page to pair interface, 
click “add device” to authorize. 

Click  “Air purifier”

or scan QR code that is directly shared by admin.

Approved

Email account

Select " Add a device "

Click “ WiFi” Button form the remote control

Enter WiFi name and password and start to pair

If it fails, please keep the device live 
for at least 5 minute, and try again

Done
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Generating Electrode Cleaning 

Collecting Electrode Cleaning Air Purifier 
Operating Instructions

Components

Front/Side Back Internal Structure

1. Take the collecting plates out of the foam box
    ―If any styrofoam packaging pieces are on the plates, blow or brush them out before installing the collecting plates

2. Use the pull handle to open the back cover (Pic 1)
3. Insert the collecting plates in the orientation described on the label (Pic 2)
4. Place the air purifier in an open location to achieve the best cleaning efficiency (Pic 3)

The EdenPURE® Airdog® air purifier has an embedded   
air quality sensor. To keep the air quality sensor  
reading correctly, please clean the sensor as 
illustrated every 6 months, using dry cotton swabs  
as illustrated.

1.We recommend you to clean the generating electrode when the air purifier 
    makes abnormal sounds, such as “pop”.
2.Take out the wood brush from the bottom of the air purifier (Pic 1).
3. Use the wood brush to clean the generating electrode track by sliding up-down after pulling it out.
4. Insert the generating electrode in the direction of labeling (Pic 2).

Child Lock Indicator 
To prevent children’s playful operation, under this mode the 
operation button is locked. The air purifier could only be 
controlled or unlocked by the remote control or APP.  Use 
remote control or APP to turn on the child lock mode. (Power 
Swtich has higher priority than Child Lock).

Green:
Excellent 
AQI ≤ 50

AQI (Air Quality Index)
This is a calculated air quality index based on the 
particle numbers that the sensor measures in the air. 
Ranges from 0-500.

Wind Speed Indicator
L1-L4, slow to fast.

Cleaning reminder
When “C” appears on the display instead of AQI numbers, it 
reminds you to wash the collecting plates. Press and hold 
the “Reset” button for 6 seconds to cancel the reminder 
once the collecting plates are washed or cleaned. 

Fault Display 
When “9XX” appears on the display instead of AQI 
numbers, clean the unit and make sure to put all parts 
back correctly. Please move to the Full Cleaning Cycle 
section for more cleaning details. If “9XX” is still on the 
display after cleaning, please contact Customer Service 
at www.edenpuresupport.com for further help. 

Yellow Green:
Good
50 <  AQI ≤ 100

Yellow:
Moderately Polluted
100 < AQI ≤ 150

Red:
Hazardous 
AQI  > 150

Auto Mode Indicator
When this light is on, the air purifier is running under automatic 
mode. It automatically senses the air quality and adjusts its 
running speed according to the air quality level. This is the 
most energy efficient mode and we recommend keeping the 
purifier in this mode most of time.

Power Switch
A short press (approximately 1 second) turns the power 
ON. A long press (over 3 seconds) turns the power OFF. 
When power is ON, each short press cycles through 
auto-mode ON/OFF, different fan speeds, sleep mode, 
etc…Check indicator lights to understand each operation 
mode. 

Wind Speed Indicator Light 
Left Light ; Slow Mode
Middle Light ; Mid-speed Mode
Right Light; High Speed Mode
ALL Lights ; Turbo Mode

Sleep Mode Indicator
In sleep mode, your air purifier is still cleaning 
your air but in quieter low-speed mode. Also to 
avoid light disturbance, all display lights are OFF.

WIFI Light (Blue Light)
When the indicator is flashing 
the purifier is in pairing mode.

Power Supply
100-240V~ 50-60Hz

>50cm

1. We recommend you clean the collecting electrode when the air purifier displays “        ”.
2. Turn the unit off, open the back cover and pull out the collecting electrode ( Pic 1 ) .
3. Put collecting electrode into a container and use a cleaning brush to clean external sheet metal finishing with water ( Pic 3 ).

 Remarks: a. It is better to use detergent and soak for around 10 mins before brushing the collecting electrode. Do not soak for too long in 
order to protect the normal functions of collecting electrode ( Pic 2 ).

b. Choose a gentle detergent. DO NOT USE corrosive detergents, such as daily laundry powder.

c. Ignore the small stains on the surface of the sheet metal as they will not seriously affect the use of the air purifier.

4. Dry the collecting electrode after cleaning, using either a hair dryer or natural sunlight (recommend over 24 hrs ).
5. Put back the collecting electrode in the direction of labeling.

Air Purifier Main Body × 1    Collecting Plates × 1    Remote Control × 1        
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Notes:
1. Results based on the real-time monitoring about particles by using built-in sensors.
2. Results affected by the position and height even it is nearby areas.
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Generating Electrode Cleaning 

Collecting Electrode Cleaning Air Purifier 
Operating Instructions

Components

Front/Side Back Internal Structure

1. Take the collecting plates out of the foam box
    ―If any styrofoam packaging pieces are on the plates, blow or brush them out before installing the collecting plates

2. Use the pull handle to open the back cover (Pic 1)
3. Insert the collecting plates in the orientation described on the label (Pic 2)
4. Place the air purifier in an open location to achieve the best cleaning efficiency (Pic 3)

The EdenPURE® Airdog® air purifier has an embedded   
air quality sensor. To keep the air quality sensor  
reading correctly, please clean the sensor as 
illustrated every 6 months, using dry cotton swabs  
as illustrated.

1.We recommend you to clean the generating electrode when the air purifier 
    makes abnormal sounds, such as “pop”.
2.Take out the wood brush from the bottom of the air purifier (Pic 1).
3. Use the wood brush to clean the generating electrode track by sliding up-down after pulling it out.
4. Insert the generating electrode in the direction of labeling (Pic 2).

Child Lock Indicator 
To prevent children’s playful operation, under this mode the 
operation button is locked. The air purifier could only be 
controlled or unlocked by the remote control or APP.  Use 
remote control or APP to turn on the child lock mode. (Power 
Swtich has higher priority than Child Lock).

Green:
Excellent 
AQI ≤ 50

AQI (Air Quality Index)
This is a calculated air quality index based on the 
particle numbers that the sensor measures in the air. 
Ranges from 0-500.

Wind Speed Indicator
L1-L4, slow to fast.

Cleaning reminder
When “C” appears on the display instead of AQI numbers, it 
reminds you to wash the collecting plates. Press and hold 
the “Reset” button for 6 seconds to cancel the reminder 
once the collecting plates are washed or cleaned. 

Fault Display 
When “9XX” appears on the display instead of AQI 
numbers, clean the unit and make sure to put all parts 
back correctly. Please move to the Full Cleaning Cycle 
section for more cleaning details. If “9XX” is still on the 
display after cleaning, please contact Customer Service 
at www.edenpuresupport.com for further help. 

Yellow Green:
Good
50 <  AQI ≤ 100

Yellow:
Moderately Polluted
100 < AQI ≤ 150

Red:
Hazardous 
AQI  > 150

Auto Mode Indicator
When this light is on, the air purifier is running under automatic 
mode. It automatically senses the air quality and adjusts its 
running speed according to the air quality level. This is the 
most energy efficient mode and we recommend keeping the 
purifier in this mode most of time.

Power Switch
A short press (approximately 1 second) turns the power 
ON. A long press (over 3 seconds) turns the power OFF. 
When power is ON, each short press cycles through 
auto-mode ON/OFF, different fan speeds, sleep mode, 
etc…Check indicator lights to understand each operation 
mode. 

Wind Speed Indicator Light 
Left Light ; Slow Mode
Middle Light ; Mid-speed Mode
Right Light; High Speed Mode
ALL Lights ; Turbo Mode

Sleep Mode Indicator
In sleep mode, your air purifier is still cleaning 
your air but in quieter low-speed mode. Also to 
avoid light disturbance, all display lights are OFF.

WIFI Light (Blue Light)
When the indicator is flashing 
the purifier is in pairing mode.

Power Supply
100-240V~ 50-60Hz

>50cm

1. We recommend you clean the collecting electrode when the air purifier displays “        ”.
2. Turn the unit off, open the back cover and pull out the collecting electrode ( Pic 1 ) .
3. Put collecting electrode into a container and use a cleaning brush to clean external sheet metal finishing with water ( Pic 3 ).

 Remarks: a. It is better to use detergent and soak for around 10 mins before brushing the collecting electrode. Do not soak for too long in 
order to protect the normal functions of collecting electrode ( Pic 2 ).

b. Choose a gentle detergent. DO NOT USE corrosive detergents, such as daily laundry powder.

c. Ignore the small stains on the surface of the sheet metal as they will not seriously affect the use of the air purifier.

4. Dry the collecting electrode after cleaning, using either a hair dryer or natural sunlight (recommend over 24 hrs ).
5. Put back the collecting electrode in the direction of labeling.
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Notes:
1. Results based on the real-time monitoring about particles by using built-in sensors.
2. Results affected by the position and height even it is nearby areas.
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Q1: Air purifier is producing popping or crackling sounds
Why : Large particles are entering the air purifier, or the collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution: Clean the ionization wires and collecting plates. Using a sponge, wipe the ionization wires 
gently to avoid breaking them. 

Q2: Display is showing a symbol as “-[-”.
Why : The collecting plates need to be cleaned.
Solution: Clean the collecting plates and cancel the “cleaning reminder” as outlined on page 5.

Q3: Insensitive display for PM 2.5 concentration
Why : Sensor malfunction, or dirt has accumulated on the sensor. 
Solution: Clean the sensor. If the problem persists, please contact customer service at  
www.edenpuresupport.com

Q4: Inefficient purifying effect
Why 1: The air purifier is placed in an unventilated area or surrounded by obstacles.
Solution 1: Move the air purifier to a ventilated area or clear obstacles from around the purifier.
Why 2: The collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution 2: Clean the collecting plates. 

Q5: The collecting plates are not working.
Why : Damage to the collecting or generating electrode.
Solution: Contact customer service at www.edenpuresupport.com 

The Company warrants this product to the original purchaser to be free from defects in workmanship and 
materials under normal use and service for 1 year from the date of purchase.

If you have any questions, you can feel free to contact our customer support at www.edenpuresupport.com 
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Model

Applicable area

CADRParticle (m³/h)

CADRFormaldehyde (m³/h)

CCMParticle/CCMFormaldehyde 
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Power
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Size (m)

All figures above are all under the national standards of Air Purifier 
*Based on the national standards S=0.12Q (CADRParticle)
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Catalytic Gauze Cleaning

1. We recommend a complete cleaning every 6-12 months.
2. First, unplug the power supply. Open the back cover, pull out the 

ionization wire frame and collecting plates. Pull out the protective 
rubber sleeve as illustrated in Pic 1.

3. Clean the ionization wire frame and collecting plates properly 
according to the previous instructions.

4. Use a wet cloth to wipe down all surfaces of the protective rubber 
sleeve, as illustrated in Pic 2. Clean the sleeve completely, including 
the notches. 

5. Clean the inner walls of the air purifier with a wet cloth.
   6. Wash the pre-filter in water or clean it by vacuum.
7. Dry the parts completely, then put them back in order.

The composite filter is composed of a composite catalyst, a formaldehyde removal 
catalyst, and active carbon. In principle the catalyst is not involved in the reaction and 
should not be changed. However, if the catalyst becomes coated with dust and 
moisture then the catalytic effect will decrease. Protect the device with the provided 
cover whenever it is not powered up to help extend the catalyst life. A periodic 
sunbath for 1-2 hours may also help to reduce the moisture build-up and reactivate the 
catalytic effect.  
The shelf life of the composite filter depends on how much you use the purifier. 
Change the composite every year or two, or whenever you notice a significant 
decrease in the purifier’s ability to remove odors from the air. 

Note:
Please make sure the power has been turned off before any cleaning and maintenance.

Warranty

The Limited Warranty is void if any of the following occur: a.) Failure of the product resulting from accident, 
abuse or misuse; b.) the product has been altered or tampered with in any way without first contacting Customer 
Service for authorization; c.) the product was not used correctly or the product was not maintained according to 
the care instructions. 
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Please keep your Wi-Fi open to help you set up your app settings. The first successful paired user is the admin. Other users need to be authorized by the admin to control the machine.

Open App

Admin QR Code

Non-admin User Pair

1. Log into APP, Click the “profile pic” of the machine for the operation interface.
2. Click the share button on the top right corner, select “Share Device" to generate QR code.
3. Share to the non-admin user or scan the QR code directly.

Follow the “App Setting” page to pair interface, 
click “add device” to authorize. 

Click  “Air purifier”

or scan QR code that is directly shared by admin.

Approved

Email account

Select " Add a device "

Click “ WiFi” Button form the remote control

Enter WiFi name and password and start to pair

If it fails, please keep the device live 
for at least 5 minute, and try again

Done
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Q1: Air purifier is producing popping or crackling sounds
Why : Large particles are entering the air purifier, or the collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution: Clean the ionization wires and collecting plates. Using a sponge, wipe the ionization wires 
gently to avoid breaking them. 

Q2: Display is showing a symbol as “-[-”.
Why : The collecting plates need to be cleaned.
Solution: Clean the collecting plates and cancel the “cleaning reminder” as outlined on page 5.

Q3: Insensitive display for PM 2.5 concentration
Why : Sensor malfunction, or dirt has accumulated on the sensor. 
Solution: Clean the sensor. If the problem persists, please contact customer service at  
www.edenpuresupport.com

Q4: Inefficient purifying effect
Why 1: The air purifier is placed in an unventilated area or surrounded by obstacles.
Solution 1: Move the air purifier to a ventilated area or clear obstacles from around the purifier.
Why 2: The collecting plates need cleaned.
Solution 2: Clean the collecting plates. 

Q5: The collecting plates are not working.
Why : Damage to the collecting or generating electrode.
Solution: Contact customer service at www.edenpuresupport.com 

The Company warrants this product to the original purchaser to be free from defects in workmanship and 
materials under normal use and service for 1 year from the date of purchase.

If you have any questions, you can feel free to contact our customer support at www.edenpuresupport.com 

KJ300F-X5 White

40  *

340

100

P4/F4

≤10 (Safety Standard≤50)

≤65

55

100-240V~    50-60Hz

10.7

0.65 (H) *0.316 (L) *0.306 (W)

Model

Applicable area

CADRParticle (m³/h)

CADRFormaldehyde (m³/h)

CCMParticle/CCMFormaldehyde 

Ozone (ppb)

Noise ( dB(A))

Rated Power (W)

Power

Weight (kg)

Size (m)

All figures above are all under the national standards of Air Purifier 
*Based on the national standards S=0.12Q (CADRParticle)

Cleaning and Maintenance App Setting App Authorization Customer Service

Catalytic Gauze Cleaning

1. We recommend a complete cleaning every 6-12 months.
2. First, unplug the power supply. Open the back cover, pull out the 

ionization wire frame and collecting plates. Pull out the protective 
rubber sleeve as illustrated in Pic 1.

3. Clean the ionization wire frame and collecting plates properly 
according to the previous instructions.

4. Use a wet cloth to wipe down all surfaces of the protective rubber 
sleeve, as illustrated in Pic 2. Clean the sleeve completely, including 
the notches. 

5. Clean the inner walls of the air purifier with a wet cloth.
   6. Wash the pre-filter in water or clean it by vacuum.
7. Dry the parts completely, then put them back in order.

The composite filter is composed of a composite catalyst, a formaldehyde removal 
catalyst, and active carbon. In principle the catalyst is not involved in the reaction and 
should not be changed. However, if the catalyst becomes coated with dust and 
moisture then the catalytic effect will decrease. Protect the device with the provided 
cover whenever it is not powered up to help extend the catalyst life. A periodic 
sunbath for 1-2 hours may also help to reduce the moisture build-up and reactivate the 
catalytic effect.  
The shelf life of the composite filter depends on how much you use the purifier. 
Change the composite every year or two, or whenever you notice a significant 
decrease in the purifier’s ability to remove odors from the air. 

Note:
Please make sure the power has been turned off before any cleaning and maintenance.

Warranty

The Limited Warranty is void if any of the following occur: a.) Failure of the product resulting from accident, 
abuse or misuse; b.) the product has been altered or tampered with in any way without first contacting Customer 
Service for authorization; c.) the product was not used correctly or the product was not maintained according to 
the care instructions. 

Disclaimer

Q&A

iOS
Scan to download Scan to download

Android

EdenPURE® Airdog® X5 
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Pic 1

Pic 1

Pic 2

Please keep your Wi-Fi open to help you set up your app settings. The first successful paired user is the admin. Other users need to be authorized by the admin to control the machine.

Open App

Admin QR Code

Non-admin User Pair

1. Log into APP, Click the “profile pic” of the machine for the operation interface.
2. Click the share button on the top right corner, select “Share Device" to generate QR code.
3. Share to the non-admin user or scan the QR code directly.

Follow the “App Setting” page to pair interface, 
click “add device” to authorize. 

Click  “Air purifier”

or scan QR code that is directly shared by admin.

Approved

Email account

Select " Add a device "

Click “ WiFi” Button form the remote control

Enter WiFi name and password and start to pair

If it fails, please keep the device live 
for at least 5 minute, and try again

Done
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